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HOW COULD ANYONE WALK AWAY FROM CAGES STUFFED FULL OF CATS ? THESE FOLKS DIDN'T WALK AWAY, THEY NEGOCIATED, STAYED AND CALLED FOR HELP, SAVED THE CATS ! HERE'S THE STORY, WE MUST HELP THEM.



This is about brave Chinese rescuers, these volunteers need money urgently for feeding several hundreds of cats they rescued until they are adopted, and we need to support them so they will be able to care for these cats and find solutions to house and keep them safely hidden from the dealer-thieves. This citizen action of no longer tolerating this cruelty in their country, to find where the dealers stock cats, stay as close as possible to the cats all night to make sure they don't lose track of the



cats, calling for volunteers, and for help from the police, and local authorities, we've all wished for it and we must all support it. So I do definitely recommend that you do an International Money Transfer for as much as you can manage, because I am afraid that they receive very little because of the distance, but I've checked this thoroughly, it is serious, please help them.



On the 23rd of November, a citizen on “Mao Mi You Yue BBS” posted an urgent help needed post: About 800 kitties are caged in a compound at Tianjin Nankai district, facing the misfortune of being sold by cat traffickers for cruel restaurants and fur trade. Several tens of citizens and cat-lovers immediately reached the location, launching a cat rescue operation.



As a result of unsuccessful negotiations with the cat traffickers, the compound’s gates were locked. 40 “cat friends” disregarded the cold and remained outside the compound overnight. The next day, another 70 plus Beijing cat friends rushed to Tianjin. After the cat friends anxiously waited all day, the cat traffickers still had not reappeared.



After making arrangements all day long, finally with the help of police, the caged kitties were transported by specially arranged vehicles to temporary accommodations in an unused school classroom, with 30 volunteers responsible for taking care of them. Tianjin City’s Animal Health Supervision Authority sent the transport vehicles and relevant personnel to conduct disinfect/sterilize the classroom serving as temporary accommodation for the kitties.



As a result of not having had any food or water for several days, over half of the kitties’s health are extremely weak. After the kitties had been installed by threes, the volunteers began accepting registrations for adoption.



If you can afford to donate to help even a tiny bit it would be appreciated. Thank you all. The bank account information for Tianjin Cat's Hope Group is as below: Bank Name:



The Construction Bank of China , Tianjin Brach



Account Name: Wang Han (Han is first name, Wang is family name) Account No: 4367 4200 6135 0382 936 Confirmation Email: Joy Gao jygao6@hotmail. com Great appreciations for everyone's loving support Here below are photos of the cats in the new rented place.



The health and survival of the animals were also concerns for a pet lover named Wang Han, leader of the rescue. The cats had been locked up in iron cages at a store in Tianjin in preparation for shipping to meat dealers in the southern province of Guangdong but they were rescued by more than 100 pet lovers and animal welfare volunteers from Tianjin and Pekin.



The number of rescued felines was estimated to be 800 on the 23rd November 2009, and turned out to be a good estimate because volunteers counted 720 when taking the cats away and they found a small number of dead kittens and a dead pregnant female, Wang said. Pet lovers and animal welfare volunteers are keeping the cats in hundreds of cages, each containing three of the same sex. Local people have donated food and blankets for the animals.



Two days after their rescue, all the cats were still being housed in three abandoned classrooms of Asia Primary School, in Tianjin's Hongqiao district, waiting for claimants or would-be adopters, Wang said. "The number of rescued animals is high, while the accommodation at the base in Tianjin is rather limited," said Wang. "But if we set them free, they will probably be caught and traded again." News in early December :



While the cats were at the old school, the media and the website had the news spread and Vets and volunteers went to shift the care of cats. Over the passed weekend on Nov 28th -29th they held an open day to public for adoption. They prepared an Adoption Form, people need to fill up this form with all their contact information and they need to show their personal ID and have their ID number recorded; the cat lovers will also go visit the adopted cats after a while to make sure that our cats are beloved family member after the adoption. But there were only around 20 cats be adopted in the weekend and the cats are still with Cat’s Hope for medical cares Monday 30 November, they moved the cats from the temporary accommodation the authorities had provided, and took them to accommodation they have rented for the cats with 4 big rooms full of sunlight. The cats were all calm and are less tense and starting to recuperate.



They are keeping the new address secret to avoid being intruded upon by the cat-thieves. The rented accommodation doesn't have police protection like the temporary accommodation did. The rescuers have already found an in-town home to house 200 of these cats and have started getting them spayed and neutered ready for adoption. Another Chinese cat rescue charity took some of the cats to a living area after spay/neuter and I will tell you about that other rescue charity in another message.



The animal rescuers in Tianjin Cat’s Hope really appreciate your loving concern and great support for our poor, suffering, cute cats over China! We thank you so very much for our beloved cats! Joy Gao translating from chinese to english for “Tianjin Cat's Hope” and Michelle Compton of "Jardins félins" translating from English to French for “Tianjin Cat's Hope”
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Ben Harper - Walk away 

And it's so hard to do and so easy to say. But sometimes ... You put the good times into my fun. And it's so ... We've tried the goodbye so many days. We walk in ...
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BEN HARPER - Walk Away 

Feb 11, 2008 - RECHERCHER D'AUTRES TABS. Niko's Art'Site. (Guitar/bass tabs et other arts) http://nikoxyd.free.fr ... Version imprimable (.pdf) : CLIQUEZ-ICI.
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dont walk away by vivian arend elle kennedy -97pdf ... AWS 

This. Dont. Walk. Away. By. Vivian. Arend. Elle. Kennedy. PDF on the files/S3Library-Eb79f-00f1d-7d7b1-76c8f-5a952.pdf file begin with Intro, Brief Discussion until the Index/Glossary page, look at the table of content for additional information, if 
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anyone interested in the practical application of 

Personal Travel Market: A Real-Life Application Of The FIPA Standards. 1 ... The system aims to allow a human user to book a trip simply by specifying the details to .... been developed using 100% pure Java while ASL is based on. CORBA ...
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How could gender differences in the perception ... - Sophie's web page 

Internet: As women use the Internet more for education, communication and ...... home page of their web site, needs to highlight the different interests of the users ...
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Farther away 

ving up gi-ving in. 00â€“. INI. see you there still you are. * H . : far- ther a- way far- ther a- ... Im numb. 8. YOU numb and deaf and blind y00 give me but the rea- ...
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Ensemble d'écrous cages 12-24 

Ensemble d'écrous cages 12-24. Bocal de 50 écrous cages 12-24 avec écrous et rondelles. Part No.: 715157. Caractéristiques: Bocal de 50 écrous cages ...
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How Could Emissions Trading Benefit Developing ... - CÃ©dric Philibert 

C. Philibert - Emissions Trading and Developing Countries. 1 .... abatement policies and options â€“ as well as the more general uncertainty on economic growth.
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Description of Pierre in full clandestinity, hiding from place to 

London, then returned to France as the military delegate in the Northern zone. ... thrust into a group of women who had been arrested, like me, the day before, waiting ... black market operator, put there specially to break up the solidarity of the .
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How do healthy older pedestrians walk when they ... - Eric Watelain 

Introduction. About 54% of pedestrians killed on French roads are over 60 years old (ONISR, 2012), whereas this age group represents less than 24% of the ...
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FROM AWAY, TOWARDS. June 1940 - October 1945. Departure 

Nov 24, 2013 - and exults with albatross, sea, sky, weather and reading. ..... India, return doesn't seem conceivable for what, two years, three? All the .... kite, the cool, poised, motionless hyacinths of smoke the busy shipping grafts upon .... th
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Full Interpretability: evidence from Virtual Geminates 

Cologne German c. German. Somali. (3) conjugation of an unmarked verb: keen "bring" habitual present past ..... Phonetic interpretation in generative grammar.
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Waltz of Chihiro - Spirited Away - Community | gametabs.net 
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WALK OF LIFE - blue night country 

Sep 13, 2008 - Country Line Dance, 4 murs, 32 temps, 32 pas. Niveau. DÃ©butant. Heel Taps Forward (x2), Toe Taps Back (x2), Step Forward, Together, Heel ...
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FROM AWAY, TOWARDS. June 1940 - October 1945. Departure 

Nov 24, 2013 - Freetown has a garrison, aye, and there's the rub. ...... It was all rapid rollcalls, alarms ... Later the alarm grew stale and nothing happened.
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spores Equisetum The walk and jump of 

bilayer structure [12]. The inner layer consists of dense longi- ..... Recordings of the vibrations of an elater in a dry atmosphere. (figure 5b,c) yielded vibration ...
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never look away 

the story of a young art student, Kurt (Tom Schilling) who falls in love with fellow ... perpetrators” and questions like “What is the defining quality of the Germans?
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French insurers shy away from internal models .fr 

Jan 27, 2012 - insurers indicated they would use internal models for risk capital calculations. ... struggling to find people who are sophisticated in actuarial and technical matters to deal ... asset and liability management," says Salahub.
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far away from home english edition dbid 7fon 
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Ensemble d'écrous cages 10-32 

Part No.: 715171. Caractéristiques: Bocal de 50 écrous cages 10-32 avec écrous et rondelles. Écrous cruciforme / à tête Philips. Garantie à vie. Spécifications:.
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do not walk outside this linedo not walk outside this line do not walk 

DO NOT WALK OUTSIDE THIS LINEDO NOT WALK OUTSIDE THIS LINE. DO NOT WALK OUTSIDE THIS LINEDO NOT WALK OUTSIDE THIS LINE. DO NOT ...
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Home & Away Steam Iron 

Home & Away Steam Iron. Presse De Repassage Ã€ La Vapeur â€“ Taille Moyenne. Plancha A Vapor Para Tela De Medio Porte. Dual Voltage (100-127 ...
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Hide Away - OVERDRIVE MUSIC 

Hide Away. Words & Music by Eric Clapton. 1/3. = 120. 9. Eadd9. Standard tuning. 1. 3. 0 0 2. 0. 3. A. 4. 3. 4. 3. 4. 3. 0 0 2. 0 4. 3. 4. 3. 2 0. 0. 3. 3. 0. 0. 2. 0 2. 0.
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